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THE REDUCTION OF MSSH TANGLING IN TWO-DIMENSIONALLAGMIKXAN HYDRODYNAMICSCODES BY TRS

USE OF VISCOSITY, ARTIFICIAL VISCOSITY, AND TTS (~Y TRIANCRJLARSUBZONIN(3FUR IONG,

THIN ZONES).

by

Philip L. Browne end Karl B. Wellick

ABSTRACT

Several related studies of compressible,two-dimensionalLagrangien
hydrodynamicsare described. Reduction of mesh tangling, particularly in
problems that have long thin zones is emphasized. The topics discussed are:
a genera-lmethod of deriving the umnentum equation in difference form, in-
corporationof the viscosity-stresstensor into this method, use of the vis-
cous-stresstensors to add a two-dimensionalform of the Richt~er von-Neu-
mann artificial viscosity, and a device called “temporary triangular subzon-
ing” (T’TS)to delay the transmittal of artificial signals that lead to oscil-
lations and tangling in long, thin zones. The last two methods have not
been tested thoroughly,but have certainly eliminateda great deal of the
twisting and tangling in several test problems. The8e methods also retain
spherical,cylindrical,and plane symmetry in problems of that type. The
last proposal, the TTS, may introduce some stiffness into the mesh, but we
hope that with further experimentationthis can be reduced. our basic pur-
pose is not to propose these concepts as polished cure-ails for mesh tan-
gling, but to present the basic ideas which, to us, seem sound end worth
consideration.

INTRODUCTI~

During the past 10 years,

siderable time to the study of

tions in two-dimensional(r,z)

namics for compressibleflow.

we have devoted con-

numerical calcula-

Lagrangian hydrody-

Lsgrangian calcula-

tions have many advantages,but in two dimensions

one great disadvantageis the tendency for the mesh

to become tangled. In many cases this is caused by

the real, physical mtion of the fluld, but we have

noticed many situations in which we believe this

twisting to be nonphysical. Smell perturbations of

one kind or another becou magnified in both tlm

and space. This seems to be especially true when

long, thin zones (large aspect ratios) are present

In the nsh. The ideal solution would be to avoid

meshes that have large aspect ratios, but sometimes

other physical requirementsof the problem or the

related calculationsprevent this. For this report,

we assume that long thin zones are son@,imes neces-

s~j end attemt to suggest methods for getting

along with them.

This report consists of four parts, all related

and necessary to each other. It would be preferable

to Issue each part as a separate report, giving more

detail, and we My try to do so in the future. How-

ever, as a temprary expediency to present the basic

ideas, we include all these related topics here, and

consequentlypresent many results and concepts with-

out proof or detailed explanations. Because some

of the calculations in which these methods have been

used involve items unrelated to the problem of tan-

gled meshes, no results or examples are given in de-

tail. All numerical work was done with a code named

JANUS, parts of which have been described elsewhere.1,2

The first section of the report describes the

model and method used to difference the equation of
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conservation of momentum. This method, celled Inte-

grated Gradients, was developed about eight years

am.
~ The basic idea is to derive the difference

equations by using surface Integrala of the pressure

to calculate the rmmentum transfer, rather than to

difference the differentialequation. Othera have
4,5

used similar arguments in other codes. We feel

that these integral methods are generally superior

to differencingthe differentialequation directly,

as they go back to the basic physical ideas used in

deriving the differentialequation, and this approach

often clarifies the assumptions that must be !mde

(for example in boundary cases).

The second section describes a way to add the

viscous-stresstensor to the hydrodynamic calcula-

tions.
6

This, again, is done with surface integrals,

and for the same reasons. The viscosity calculations

were added primarily in the hope of using them to

damp out oscillations in the mesh. This worked

quite well in many problems. The viscosity coeffi-

cients required were larger than those that would

arise owing to any physical effects, and they ap-

peared to depend on such things as density and mesh

spacing. However, with some experimenting,we could

often use this method to run problems that would

have become very tangled otherwise. In other words,

it was used as a velocity snmothing agent rather

than a real viscosity effect. Of course, the way in

which it was set up would enable It to be used di-

rectly for real viscosity calculations.

The third section describes a method for set-

ting up a two-dimensionalartificial viscosity.7

This method was based on the mdel chosen for the

viscosity calculationdescribed in the previous par-

agraph, end, indeed, the artificial viscosity was

incorporatedinto the viscous atress tensor. We

found that this type of artificial viscositywas

very necessary, particularly in problems with large

aspect ratios.

The last section introducesa concept that

also seems to be needed in problems with large as-

pect ratios. This is the necessity to isolate the

two ends of long, thin zones temporarily in order

to delay or prevent an unphysical, numerical effect

from being transmitted from one end of the zone to

the other end in one cycle. The method ve devised

armunts to treating a zone as if it has triangular

subzones temporarily,and then allowing the energy

2

to be smeared over the whole zone. This, again, was

en outgrowth of the nndel derived for the viscosity

calculations.

The last tvo concepts were developed only with-

in the last year, and have not been thoroughly test-

ed. However, they seen to prevent mesh tangling in

some very difficult situations. Moreover, they make

sense, at least to the authors, who have felt the

need for something like this for several years. We

have done little or no work on such things as the

stability conditions required to go along with these

calculations. We have &ne quite a bit of work to

ensure that some simple problems (planes, cylinders,

and spheres) retain their symmetry.

I. INTE~ Q?ADIENTS

A. The Integral Form of the MomentumEquation

Using Integrals,one can write the equation of

nsxmentumconservationfor a blob of fluid contained

in a volume, lr,in the Legrangian form

(I-1)

If we assu- that all the material in U has the same

acceleration,dv/dt, (i.e., use the mean-vslue tt.e-

orem), then because

by S, we can write

f@~ k@ve. the -s, M, enclosed

Pal??. (I-2)

B. Zone Quantities and Point Quantities

Consider a section of typical Lagrengian mesh

(Fig. 1) inan (r,z) coordinate system. Usually

each zone (i~,j+& has associated with it such

things as Mss, pressure, density or specific vol-

ume, temperature,artificial viscosity, and specific

internal energy, which we denote by

(M,P,p,7,T,q,E)i+~,j+$ - (I-3)

All of these are the quantitiesneeded or evaluated

by the equation of conservationof internal energy,

which we write as

a!
z“ -(PW)+. (1-4)

Usually each point (or vertex) has associated with

it such things as coordinates,velocities,and ac-

celerations,which we denote by

*

.

.

.
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(r,z,;,i,Y,E)i,j. ~ d. ~ G’ + j S iB independentof
Q

All of these are the qunntitlesneeded or evaluated
the path S’ front, &l, (1-5)

by the equation of motion, Eq. (I-2). However, we and, in more detail,

note that Eq. (I-2), for complete definition requires

i~ & = I ~ [-zLr4-r(zt-z&l)-z(rtil-rL)a mass, M, to be associatedwith the point, end a

surface,S, enclosingthat mass. Many codes define

the masses used in some arbitrary manner, but we
+%1’.+J+W=H.J (1-’)

attempt to be nmre esthetic about it, enabling us to

better visualizewhat we are doing. where ; end ; are unit vectors in the r and z di-

0

Fig. 1. A sample

a--*-J -8
1

+1

O(i,j)

b.a.

point and a sample zone in a Lagranglan mesh.

c. Evaluation of ,~P&.

Recall that this is a figure of revolution a-

bout the z axis, and that each zone represents an

element of volume in which the scalar quantities

are constant. Vector quantitieswill be constant

in magnitude but will vary direction with 0. For

our purposes we cannot consider a revolution of 2tl

about the axis, for then the integrals of all forces

in the r direction will vEnish. Hence, we consider

a revolutionof small angle, V, about the z axis.

This means that the volume considered ia wedge-

shaped, and the forces on the sides of the wedge

must be considered.

Suppose we are working with Pint (i,j) and con-

sider any surface S’ in zone (i+~,j~), Fig. la, en-

closing the part of the mass from that zone to be

associatedwith (i,j) in the uwmentum equation. One

can prove (proof omitted due to length) that If one

adds the forces caused by integrationof the pressure

over the front and rear faces of the wedge to the

forces caused by integratingP over S’, the result

is independentof the path from t to &+l. We Lndi-

cate this by the notation

rections at 0 - 0.

For this particular mass there are also forces

along the surfaces formed by lines (O,t) and (O,L+l).

If we denote the pressures along these sides by

P&k P~, then the total force on the tressbeing
t’
considered in Fig. lb is

IL*. (-J’P&)@.

given by

[

F@= l~[(Pt@-P~)z-zL)(tirt)<P~$-PJ

x (Ztil-z)(rt+l+r)]

+ I ?j’[(P~-PJrL-r)(r+rL)<p~~-puJ

1x (r-rtil)(r+r~+l) o (I-7)

This Is the general force acting on the mass in zone

(i~,j~) = @f defined byenypath S’ ~oiningtto

4-+1.

It might be well to add a word about conserva-

3



tion of nmmentum. Because fP& is a nsxnentumflux

term, if one desires to conserve rmmsntum exchange

between two edJacent nns6es when using this method,

he must require that

Although the MAC-O method of defining nmsses

does require mre storage than some other methods

(such asusingagLven fraction, li.ke~, of the

mass of each zone), it has a number of advantages.

f

Fimt, conceptually,the masses used with one point,

h$~=.y,;-$s.PL 0, do not overlap the maeses used with adJacent
.

0

Because

We have

by

G

we assume the Pss to be constant along (0,~),

(I-8)

found that a gQod definition of PL is given

(I-8a)

D. Defining the Masses for the Momentum Equation

As previously mentioned, once the positions of

& end &+l have been selected along the lines Joining

O to the adJacent points, the value of ?
N

is inde-

pendent of the path S’ chosen in the zme. The path

S’ can be consideredas defining the nnss from zone

G@ to be associatedwith O for the mmentum equa-

tion. There are many ways in which S’ could be cho-

sen for the aet of zones about pint O. One condi-

tion that comes to mind is to choose S’ (Fig. la) so

that O is at the center of mess of the material en-

closed by S’. Sut even this could be done in many

ways.

After much thought, analytic work end numeri-

cal experimentation,the beat mathod we found was

the MAC-O (midpoint,averege-centroidat time zero)

method. In this method, at the start of a problem,

the points & are chosen as the midpoints of the

sides, end these are Joined by straight lines b a

point, 8, that is the average of the four corners

(Fig. 2). This gives four subzone nnsses in each

zone. There are thus four messes around point O

which are associatedvith it for mmentum calcula-

points. Second, when one performs the mmentum

trantiferby calculating]P~+, tmmentum is conserved;

i.e., wmentum taken fromO is transferred to the

adJacent points because the integrationscan be vis-

ualized as being performed in opposite directions

along a co-n side. This idea of conserving quanti-

ties, usually fluxes, is very important in physics,

and it seeme that It should be used, if possible,

in nu~rical computations.
8

Thirdj In a series of

test runs on some simple plnne problems with a

smell initial distortion of the mesh, the MAC-O meth-

od enabled the problems to run about twice 8s far

before the distortionsbecome severe.9 Fourth, this

model enabled us to develop the mthod of rezoning2

which conserved mass, uxxnentum,and total energy of

the model exactly.

E. Combining Forcas end Mames to Obtain Accelem-
tlons.

To calculate the accelerationof point O, all

that remains icIto decide hov to combine the nmsses

and forces from the various subzones about O to rep-

resent Eq. (I-2).

1. IU1’(IntegralGradientTotal). The mst

atraightforwerdmethod, representedpictorially in

Fig. 3a, is to integrateuound the four subzone

messes associated with the point 0, which gives

Unfortunately, in sphericalproblems with equal angu-

lar spacing, this method does not give uniform spher-

ical nmtion, a very desirable feature to have. This

has been verified analytically●s well as numerical-

ly. The method works well in planes and cylinders

with uniform spacing. Usin6Eq. (I-7)} the 6eneral

fomula for ~; works out quite simply, oving h
&*

cancellationof terms, as

(1-10)

.

.

}
z

Fig. 2. Definition of the MAC-O nusses.

&



2. IGA (IntegralGradient-Average~. A less

straightforwardmethod is to calculate an accelera-

tion for each subzone, Fig. 3b, and then average

these accelerations. This gives

(1-11)

which cannot be simplifiedmuch by substituting

fromEq. (I-7). [Note that a mess-weightedaverage,

which seems umre logical from many points of view,

gives IGl!, Eq. (I-9).] Unlike 1~, IGA can be

shown, numericallyend analytically,to give spheri-

cal nmtion in a sphericalproblem with unlfomn

angular spacing. It gives exactly the same results

as 1~ in cylindricaland plane problems. After

several years of working with both IGT, and IGA we

tend to prefer the latter.

‘El Ei31
~z

a. IGT-MAC-O b.IQA:MAC-O

Lx Lz
C.FGI-q d. WAT

Fig. 3. Representationsof various grad.lents
(dashed lines show paths of integration
for each element of mass).

3. FGs-q (Force Gradient I-q Maas). We COuld ob-

tain the accelerationused in MAGEE,10 fro!nEq.

(I-7), by en averaging and integrationuthodil-

lustrated In Fig. 3c. The general form is

where the M*s are one quarter of the

(1-I.2)

zone masses.

This type of accelerationcalculationalso gives

spherical motion in a spherical problem with uni-

form angular spacing.

4. WAT. The accelerationcalculationused in WAT
11

can be obtained, using Eq. (I-7), by Integrating

around a dianmd-shaped surface (Fig. 3d), where

the points on the sides lie 2/3 of the way out to

the next vertex. We have done no numerical or ena-

lytic work with thio method on spherical or other

special problems.

F. Boundary Cases.

Setting up proper boundary calculations is of-

ten more difficult than the general case. However,

study of the boundaries often leads to clues as to

how the general case should be handled. Our general

criterion for boundary cases has been that in plane,

cylindrical,and sphericalproblems they should give

the same accelerationas the general case (I.e.,

correspondinginterior points.).

For sliding bunderies (Fig. 4), whether at

constant r, constant z, or at some angle to the axes,

the general procedure is the same. (We are conatder-

lngonly IGA-MACO). InEq. (1-7), let

Then, inEq. (1-1.1),

(1-13a)

(1-13b)

The final operation is to keep only the compo-

nent of the acceleration tengent to the sur-

face defined by the boundary. (1-13c)

This la equivalent te the often used method of re-

flecting the two zones across the boundary end using

the general case. For a slanting boundary, thts re-

quires considerablecare.

For a free surface the procedure is the same,

except that along the free surface we assume that

PL-1 “ptil ”””
(1-lka)

Then useEq. (1-13b), but not (1-13c). All these

methods approach the proper limits, as the spacing

is mde smeller.

For other types of special pdnts, such as cor-

ner points in a mesh, the situation dictates the

necessary assumptions. Proper combinationsof assump-

5
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F@. 4. J! sliding boundary or free surface.

tions for a sliding boundary and a free surface have

worked properly as far as we can tell.

a. Conclusion.

All the statements made in this section have

been verified either by analytic analysis or by nu-

merical calculationswith the JANUS code. we defin-

itely prefer the MAC-O method of defining the messes

associated with points. we prefer the IQA nwdel of

deriving accelerations,nninl.ybecause it gives

spherical symmetry in a sphericalproblem with equal

angular zoning, whereas IQl?&es not. The IQ1’method

does seemto slow the growth of difitortionsslightly,

mere so then does IGA. However, in any problem in

which the mesh already has some distortions,we are

convinced that some additional devices, mch as those

to be described in the next eectl.ens,are needed.

II. vIscosrrY

A. The Viscous-StressTensor.

To include a viscosity calculation,one must

add extra terms to the equations of conservationof

momentum end energy. After looking into thlo at con-

siderable length, ve decided to use the integral

form of the equation of mtion, as we did for the

pressure gradient. This 1s somewhat !mre complicat-

ed, because the true incorporationof viscosity re-

quires a tensor, called the viscous-stressteneor.

We represent the viscous-streqstensor‘$13 by

‘i, = .~+ +)+w’+ o (II-1)

In any coordinate system, UIJ represents the flux of

i momentum transferred across an area perpendicular

to the J direction owing to viscous forces (i.e.,

with no correspondingIMUIItransfer).

In an r,z coordinate system (Ref. 12, p. 181),

6

the nine-componenttensor is

Urr=y(&r)+A(v. :) Uro=o Urz=ll(;z+;r)
●

‘ij = ‘Or-o
uw=ll(2z)+A(v.;)

‘13z=0 (II-2)

azr=p(~z+;r) azo=o azz=w(2;z)+A(v.;)

● .
where v.v = ; + r/r + zz.

r

B. The Momentum Equations.

Let us write the

a volume of fluid, U.

where ;i are the unit

momentum equation in terms of

-&(vp)i~idV+fU~~idh ,

(II-3)

4. .
vectors, rl, 01, end Zl, as

shown in Fig. 1. Repeated subscripts indicate a

sumuntion. Using the same arguments proposed in

Sec. 1, end lnAris,
12

p. 179, we can write this in

terms of surface integrals

(II-4)

L
Evaluation of - +PdS has been discussed in Sec. I.

For the VISCOUS terms, as one integratesover the

surface, the ;i changes direction, and this must be

allowed for. If we substitute for the ;i (see Fig.

1) in terms of;, ~, end<,

+
T

‘i=&In n’

or

rl = (COS 0)1 + (sin O): + (0)~ ,

01= (-sin 0)1+ (COS O)j+ (0)1 ,

-9
Zl= (0)7+(0);+1, (II-5)

we have unit vectors that do not change direction with

the position of the element on the surface. These

can be re~ved from the integral. Thus, substituting

Eq. (II-5) in Eq. (II-4), we have

N~=-JA+ lJ4-inaikdsk. (11-4s)
s

.

.

.
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c. Evaluation of Surface Integrals.

Ce.rrylngthrough all the msnlpulatlonsfor the

surfaces of a volume formed by rotating a triangle

OAB (Fig. 5) through a smell angle rpabout the z

axis, ve get a contributionfor the last term in Eq.

(11-ka).
r

A

b B
o

(II-6)

Q
where ~ indicates integrationover the surface

formedAby rotating AB, and SA denotea integration

over the triangular faces of the wedge formed by the

rotation. ‘Theintegrals over the surfaces formed by

rotating OA and OB have not,been in luded, but would

be written in the sazw form as the f if needed.

If the Zik 1!are constsnt over t e range of inte-

gration, Eq. (II-6) becomes exactly

{ P’rA)+G Uzr(zB-zb, ~ -
‘zz(rB-rA<*)]

1-Z.P~(zB-zo)(rA-ro) - (zA-zo)(rB-ro) .

(II-6a)

This expression cannot, of course, be substitut-

ed directly into Eq. (11-ka), because it applies

only to a triangle, whereas for the mmentum equa-

tion it is necessary to perform the surface inte-

gration over all the material considered to be asso-

ciated with the point. Several.decisions must be

made. One is how to evaluate the u’s, and another

is what kind of nwdel to use for the complete surface

integrationof all the masses associated with the

point in question. These two decisions are related.

After considerablethought and experimentation,and

drawing from previoue experience in &veloping the

pressure integrals,we settled on the following

methods.

D. Celculntingthe Uts.

Evaluation of the U’s, see Eq. (II-2), requires
.0.

evaluationof velocity derivatives,rr, rz, Zr, end

~.. The moat atraightfoward approach is to use
z

trianglea. Specifically, if ; is known

points, 0, L, and 4+1, assume that ~ is

a plane passing through the three known
. .
‘L’ ‘d ‘&l”

Then the derivatives are

over that triangle, and we can write

at three

defined by
.

values r ,
0

constant

. “ + ~r(rL-ro) + ~z(z~-zo) $
‘4” ‘o

. “ + i-r(rtil-ro)
‘4/+1= ‘o

+ ;2( ZL+l-ZO) . (II-7)

These two equations cen then be solved for the two
.

unknowns r and ~z. Similar equations hold
r

and ~z. The value of ~/r is obtcdned by

.. r + ;C + ;e+l
r o-.
rr+r

o L + ‘4.+1 “

E. The Viscous Triangles.

In view of our experience with

it occurred to us that we could set

spending viscous calculation in the

ner. consider a set of zones about

for ir

(114)

fPc@ (Sec. I),

~pthe corre-

following man-

a point (Fig. 6).

-r
k

Fig. 6. The viscous triangles.

For each zone, we define2 a point, 8, that has as

coordinates and velocities the average of those

for the four corners of the zone. These points,

when connected to the four corners, define four

“viscous triangles” in each zone. As described

in the previous paragraph, the U’S can then be

evaluated for each of these triangles.

Using the viscous triangles, it is now possible

7



to propose a mthod for calculatingthe viscous

terms in the wmentum equationsby properly defining

the surfaces over which the,lntegrationaare to be

performed. Referring to Fig. 3, we can choose, pref-

erably, either an IUT-MACO or en IGA-MACO method.

We have tried both. The 1~-MACO method is simpler,

but does not give spherical aynm.etryin a spherical

problem with equal angular spacing (the same as our

experiencewith the pressure integral.).The IGA-MACO

method is longer, but seems b give proper spherical

motion (as was true for the pressure integral). It

1s representedby the dashed lines in Fig. 6. This

=thod hea not been verified analytically,aa it waa

for the pressure integrals.

Note that because the vlscoua-stresstensor

represents a mmnentum transfer, this scheme gives

conservationof momentum between adjacent points in

the mesh, as was discussed for the pressure Integrals

in Sec. I. We feel that this Is desirable. Where

~ts me requiredalong a boundary between tvo Vis-

cous triangles, as in IGA-MACO, we use the average

of the Ufs on both sides, similar to the pressure

argument in Eq. (I-8). Along boundaries, we use the

assumptionsanalogous to Eqs. (1-13a) and (1-lka)

for the pressure gradients.

F. Putting It All Together for the Momentum Equa-
tion.

Owing mainly to complexitiesof notation, it

seems unwise ta try to write down the equationa for

the viscous code. It appears more logical to out-

line the steps, which are highly repetitive, and let

it go at that.

We have not mde a detailed study of the time

centering of the viscous acceleration,but have made

it fit our code as It stands. (31venthe coordinates

at n end velocities at n-~, the first step is to

calculate the UIS by using Eqs. (11-7), (II+) and

(II-2). The second step is ta calculate the~L*

for each aubzone by adding together the contribu-

tions fromEq. (II-6a) for all sides and the faces

of the triangles for that subzone. Then, as with

the pressure, we get a viscous accelerationby using

Eq. (1-11).

0. The Energy Equation.

The vi.scoaitymakea a contributionto the en-

ergy equation which correapondeto the effects in

the mmentum equation. For each viscous triangle,

thla energy change

avi

‘“afk~-

13per unit vulume ia given by

.

Um;r + Orz;z + u r
097

+ azr;r+u ;
222” (II-9)

For each zone, these energy changes are summed to

find the energy change for the whole zone due to the

vlacoua effects. The fact that the energy change is

applied to the whole zone is an importantpoint, and

the section on the Ti!Swill reconsiderthis procedure.

H. Conclusion.

The viscosity method described above has helped

prevent mesh tangling for a number of problems in

JANUS. The coefficients,v and~, must be chosen

large enough to prevent tangling, yet not so large

es to change the physics of the problem. Reasoning

and experiencehave shown that the coefficients

should be proportionalto the density, p. Experience

has indicatedthat perhapa the coefficientsshould

depend on the mesh apaclng. However, we were never

able to make the viscositya general panacea for pre-

vention of mesh tangling. It acts as a veloclty-

ssmothing device, whereas sometimesone needs a co-

ordinate-smoothingcode. This need led to the devel-
2

opment of rezoning.

The action of the viscosity code can be illus-

trated by a simple example. Suppose one has a mesh,

which, owing to some perturbation,develops a veloc-

ity pattern as shown In Fig. 7. Secause the calcula-

tion ia essentiallya momentun transfer, any large

velocities of alternating direction are pertly trans-

ferred to adJecent points, end the oscillationsare

reduced on the next cycle.

III. ATWO-DIMENSIONAL ARTIFICIAL VISCOSITY

A. One-DimenaionalArtificial Viscosities.

In the one-dimensionalplane caae, the Richtmyer-

von Neumann artificial viscosit~4”5 for approxitmt-

ing shocks can be written in two equivalent forms

q- b2p(Ax)2P02@# if ~<0 , (111-In)

and

(III-lb)

In this case, tha two forms are equivalent becauae

the changes in nlume, V, are directly related to

.

, I
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CALCULATION CALCULATION

Fig. 7. Veloclty emoothing with e viscosity calculation.

the velocity gradientsby the equation of continuity,

(1S1-2)

In Eq. (III-l), 5X is the original zone spacing. By

including it in the coefficient,one is essentially

adjusting the size of q so that the shock will be

spread over a desired number of zones. One could

also write Eq. (lII-lb) in the form

2

x)
q= b2P(LX)2~$ , (III-3)

where (AX) is the spacing at the time q is calculat-

ed.

B. The Difficultieswith Artificial.Viscosities in
Two Dimensions.

in two dimensions,for a quadratic mesh in

which there are essentiallytwo “directions”In

which the zone may be squeezed; i.e., a shock may

come in from either of or a combinationof two di-

rections, it is not so easy to decide what (Ax)2 or

(AX)2 should be, end in the case ofEq. (III-3), it

is not clear what to use for av/bX. MAOEE,10 adopt-

ecithe form of Eq. (111-la)with the assumption that

(4x)2 couldbe replaced by the original area of the

zone, which is, in a way, a measure of the spacing.

This has worked well in MAGEE because in that code

the aspect ratios are always kept relatively smell.

We have used this sam? form in JANUS, but for Large

aspect ratios (which give large areas), the shock

term becomes very large, spreede the shock over too

many zones, and also forces the problem to run at

very fine time intarvala.

However, this is not the only difficulty. Even

worse Is the fact that, for large aspect ratios, a

small motion approximatelyperpendicularto the

length of the zone (Fig. 8) can produce -

volume changes In one cycle. This, in turn, pro-

duces large entropy and pressure changes for the

whole zanes. These inordinatelylarge or small

pressures are used in the momentum equation on the

next cycle, which tends to make the points at the

other end of the zone umre upward, long before any

real physical signal should reach them. This leads

to oscillations in the mesh. We have traced this
16

effect In a number of problems, and Schulz has

cal..l.edattention to it.

Fig. 8. Large volume changes due to small swtlon.

Schulz davised a very neat method of dealing

with this difficulty. He, essentially,defines two

directions,~ and -~k, associated with each zone

(correspmding roughlyto the length and width of

the zone). He then derives a separate q term for

each of the four sides of the zone, by taking the

pro~ections of the appropriate velocity differences

along the appropriate direction. Thus, for a long,

thin zone, differant q terms are obtained at each

end of tha mne, and are used in calculating the

momentum equation for the points at their respective

ends of the zone. This seems highly desirable.

c. Use of the Viscous Cede as the Basis for a Two-
Dimensional q Term.

When faced with the necessity for deriving a

two-dimensionalartificial viscosity, especially

one for zones with large aspect ratios, which tO us

9



means getting a q term at each end of the zone as

Schulz did, it occurred to us that our viacoalty

code essentially separates the ends of the zone by

the use of the viscous triangles (Fig. 6). It would

be appropriate to try to develop a two-dimensional

q term for each triangle and include it in the vis-

cous-stresstensor. Then the VISCOUS code could be

a frmnework for using the a’s properly in the urmen-

tum and energy equations.

D. Selecting Two Directions.

For a two-dimensionalq term in a triangle, two

directions are needed, because the triangle might

be squeezed from one direction and expanding in en-

other. We have tried several methods, including

Schulz’s, for the whole zone, but have found that

for peculiarly shaped zones, our method requires

Judicious selection of directions for each triangle.

The method we used defines the directions in two

WSYS~ and then weitits the two choices depending on

the “length” and “width” of the triangle.

Coneider any VISCOUS triangle as shown in

Fig. 9, where 02 is the side of the zone, with the

midpoint at 1. Define one set of directions related

to the ‘*altitude,”

2:= unit vector elong 18= ral+ za<,

where r = (r~-rl)/L~, za= (z8-z~)/L~)

[(r~-r~2 + (z8-z1)2]k ,

and

(III-4)

418 “

~ = unit vector perpendicularto ~~ (rotated

+.
clockwise)= -zai + rak . (III~a)

*Z

Fig. 9. Specifying directlona for a viscous triangle.

10

Define a second set of directions related to the

“base” of the triangle,

Z: = unit vector along line 10 . rb? + ~;

(III-5)

where rb = (rQ-r~)/4Q~$ ‘b= (zQ-z~)/LO~> ‘~~=

[(ro-r1)2 + (Zo-zl)2]*,

and

unit vector perpendicularto ~~ (rotated

counterclockwise)= Zb? - rb~ . (III-5a)

We now average these unit vectors, weighted by

lengths.

Thus, the directions emphasizedare those related

to the long, thin aspect of the triangle. They are

also perpendicularunit vectors.

E. The q Term for a Viscous Triangle.

If one wishes to take Into account shocks from

either of two, or a combinationof both, directions,

it seems apparent that the velocity gradient form,

Eq. (III-lb), of the one-dimensionalRichtmyer-von

Neumann artificial viscosity should be used as a

basis. As we have said before, the volum form,

Eq. (111-la), uudcesno distinction about direction.

What we have done, then, is to add two terms

of the form of Eq. (III-lb),one for each of the

directions a and b defined in the previous section.

We represent this as

(III-7)

The negative sign arises because we are transferring

q from the second (pressure)term to the third term

inEq. (II-3).

To calculate Eq. (III-7), consider a viscous

triangle (Fig. 10). We know the velocities at

.



+x
Fig. 10. Finding A’ in a

points O, 2, and 8 and assume

viscous triangle.

that each velocity

component is defined by a plane function over the

triangle, as described in Sec. II. Then for each

of the directions~a end~b, a corresponding(Av/AL)a

or (AV/fL)b is found for the triangle as follows.

Consider Ea.

Using the direction~a, one finds where a line

drawn from point 1 intersectsone of the other

sides of the triangle. Suppose it is at A’. The

coordinateswill be given by

‘a(rszp-razs) Z-zr)+ (r8-r2)(rl a 1 a ,
rt=
A r

a(z2-z8)
+ za(r8-r2)

end (III-8)

-2 r ) + Za(r&2-r2z8)(28-z2)(r1za la+ z
z,=
A

.
re(z2-z8) a(r8-r2)

The velocitiesat points 1 and A’ are nov IIIIOWII.

.
; +; z +;

= ;l: +’ ;lZ , “ 02 02
‘1

.— , ; .— ,
‘1 2 1 2

+ ;Z(ZA,-ZB) . (III-9)

The next step 1s to find the relative velocities a-
.

long directionRa; i.e.,

(Av)a = ia.(;AJ-~l)= ra(~Af-fl) + Za(~AJ-~l) .

(111-10)

Because we want a q term only in case of squeezing,

we set

(Av)a s O if (Av)a>O . (111-10a)

FromEq. (1114) one can get

24lZMIl =[(rA~-rl)2+(zA~-zl)] , (III-11)

and, hence,

@ = (Av)a,l;ud .
a

(III-12)

A shorterway of calculatingthis same result,

which eliminates some of the required testing (not

mentioned above) can be derived from S@. (III-9)

and (111-10).

= {z[v;).;al + i[(va.iiya

(AL)
hv— = ‘rr~ ‘(:z+;r}aza + ‘zz~ .

a

(III-13)

This also is set equal to zero if it is positive

(indicatingexpansion). This form is interesting,

as it shows the value of (Av/hL)a to be independent

Of the choice of points 1 and A’. This is logic~

because the velocities have been assumed to be plane

functions over the triangle. For (Av/AL)b, there

would be a similar expression involving r and ~.
1!

TO find the values of (AL): and (AL)b needed)

we used the average dimension of the zone in that

direction (Fig. I.1). NeuEIY,

Fig. 11. Finding (AL)~and(AL)~.

(AL):= rR/ i/15]2 .

(A+ Gb-ij+a.

{ra(r5-rl)+za(z5-zl)12,

(rb(ry-rj)+~(z~-zj))2.

(111-14)
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It Is found

angle here,

unwise to use dimensions from the tri-

because, in some cases, these dimenaionti

become small (points squeezing together) just when

one wants the q term to remain large.

F. Incorporationof the q Term into the Viscoua-
Stress Ten80r.

The previous section shows how to evaluate Eq.

(III-7) fora

P. At first,

we found that

cous triangle

out tangling.

VISCOUS triangle, except for the factor

we used the p of that zone, but later

using the actual density of the vis-

helped problems run much further with-

This necessitatescalculatingthese

triangular nnsses at the start of the problem, end

carrying them in storage, which requires nmre stor-

age. However, we were concentratingon finding

something to prevent mesh tangling, rather than on

code efficiency. Code efficiency can be achieved

later if one finds a good method.

Having evaluated rqii for each viscous triangle,

ve then added this term to the diagonal terms of the

viscous-stresstensor

‘ij- (+fl+)+,i,(v+ ‘6i,Tqqii ) (111-15)

and removed the one-dimensionalq term from the pres-

sure. In this way, we could use our regular VISCOUS

code to try out the two-dimensionalartificial vls-

Cosity. Analysis of a simple plane problem showed

that the same qii had to be used in each of the di-

agonal terms, to preserve uniform mtion.

G. Conclusions snd Results.

The method presented here has been tested in

some plane, cylindrical,end spherical problems

withA=fi=Oandb2 = l.hk. All retained their

symmetry, and agreed closely with correspondingprob-

lems in which a true one-dimensionalq term [q =

b2p(AR/V)2(AV/At)2]was used. This method wee also

used in several slightly nonsphericalproblems with

long thin zones which developed nrsh tangling with

the volume form, Eq. (III-la) of the q tern, and It

enabled these problems to run much further then be-

fore. However, at later times, even with the two-

dimensional q term, these problems developed dlffl-

cultiea. We tried a number of devices to eliminate

these difficulties,such as using small values for

k, v along with the r term, adding a linear term to

the quadratic term as suggested by Meyer,17 end us-

12

ing s~ller time intervala. Hone of

appeared to do a great deal of good,

these devices

but the trials

were limited. Study of movies of some of these

problems showed that the tangling was not a one-di-

mensional type of oscillation,but zmre the type of

situation described in Fig. 8. This led us ta look

for further means of isolatingthe ends of long,

thin zones from each other, and the energy equation

seemed to be the place to look.

IV. T1’S(TEKFORARY TRIANGULAR SUSZONING)

A. Isolating the Ends nf a Zone for EnerW calcu-
lations.

In Sec. III, we described a method for isolating

the ends of long, thin zones from each other as far

as the artificial viscositiesare concerned. How-

ever, %he separate internal energies calculated for

each viscous triangle are all lumped together end

dispersed through the whole zone. It appears to us

that Schul~6 also does this in his method.

Because the artificial viscositiesare applied

to the points at one end of a zone, it seems a logi-

cal next step to confine the energy change arisin~

from these q terms, temporaril.y,to the end of the

zone where they are produced. Using different en-

ergies in different viscous triangles, one can ti,en

get different pressures for the triangles of the

zone. These could then be used in the tmmentun

equation, along with the different q terms.

B. Putting the lTS into JANUS.

The sequence of calculations for one cyc

JANUS can be representedas follows.

e of

Iv-1)

Each bracket represents a pass through the mesh.

On the first pass, the accelerationsat times n-1
n-1

end a
n-1

are calculated from the coordinates,R ,
n-1

end pressures,P , both known from the last cycle.

Immediately,the velocities at n-~ are calculated,
using Vn-?! n-1

andR . The VISCOUS calculationsare

zmde on the third pass. From the U’S, one can get

the viscous accelerations,{, which are saved to

add in with the acceleration from the pressures on

the first pass of the next cycle. The change in
n-kinternal energy due to viscosity,~ , can also

be calculated from the Ufs. On the fourth PRSS,
n-~the new volumes, Tn, are evaluated. Also the ~



*

>

n-1 --n-l
me riddedto the E to give an E . Then the

conservationof internal energy,

‘=-l -*pn+pn-l)(Tn.Tn-l) ,En=E

and the equntlon of state,

P* = P(Tn,En) ,

(Iv-2)

(IV-3)

are solved together, simultaneouslyor by iteration,

to get Pn, En, !wxlTn.

Using the ‘ITSmethod, the calculation is simi-

lar.

“ ).Tn,Pn,En,Tn;<+P

zone

n-1We om.ttthe calculationof a in the first pass and

combine the velocity and coordinatecalculations in-

to a single pass. As will be explained,a‘-1 has

already been calculatedon the last pass of the pre-

vious cycle. In the third ~ss, the Uts and the

$-$fromthemar eevaluat.ad. Atthesame tinbe,

for each triangle, a new Tn is calculated (an old

Tn-1 is also calculatedby deadvsmcingthe coordi-

nates from n to n-l). The
-n-1

$-+ is added to En-l to

give E as before. The old En-l and pn-l are for

the whole zone (the same for all triangles), as

these are the only quantities saved. Then for each

triangle, we use Eqs. (IV-2) and (IV-3) to get new

En andPn.

At this point, for each triangle, the pn are

flddedto the viscosity-stresstensor, as is often

done in the literature(Ref. 13, Ch. II).

?Vi 3V

‘ij
.pT +$+6 (AV.-3T q

J i ‘J qii+’n)” (lVA)

Now if we use the IGA-MACO method for integratingthe

tensor, as described in Sec. II, we are at the aam

time using an IGP.-MACOmethod for evaluating -~Pti+,

as described in Sec. I, except that we are using

differentpressures in different VISCOU6 triangles

of the same zone. This is what we want to do.

This integrationleads to an acceleration,

which we shall call

{+P = accelerationdue to viscosity and pressure.

(IV-5)

This quantity Is stored for use on the first pass

of the next cycle.

After using the triangular pressures to get

<,p, we sum the energies of the viscous triangles

of each zone, and, from Eqs. (IV-2) and (IV-3),

calculate new Tn, Pn, En, and Tn for the whole zone.

This amounts to smearing out the energies of the

triangles over the zone. These values are then used
n-1

as P
n-1

and E on the next cycle.

c. General Observations.

Quadrilateralmeshes with large aspect ratios

are notorious for tangling or developing ripples un-

less auxiliary devices, such as rezoning, are used.

Many of these motions are not physically real. On

the other hand, triangular ueshes tend to prevent

tangling, bectiuseas points try to cross over oppo-

site sides, the volumes quickly become small and the

pressures grow very large, tending to oppose the un-

desirable uc.tlon. However, triangular meshes tend

to be stiff. The method described above is an at-

tempt at a compromise,to use the good feature of a

triangular calculationto help solve the weakness

In a quadrilateralmesh. We hope that because the

triangular calculation is used only temporarily for

the accelerationcalculation,after which the energy

is redistributedover the whole zone, the tendency

to stiffnesswill be diminished.

We have used this method in JANUS on some of

the problems that had experienced difficulties,and

they ran without oscillationsor tangling until very

late times. These problems are described in Sec. V.

Time has not allowed a detailed study of the sepa-

rated or Individual effects of the gradients, the

viscosity calculation,the two-dimensionalartificial

viscosity, and the temporary triangular subzoning in

these problems, but using all of them together great-

ly reduced the mesh tangling. There may be some

stiffening,due probably to the TI!S,but we have not

had ti= to investigate this thoroughly. Also, a-

side from the usual plane, cylindrical, and apherlcal

problems, it is difficult to find problems to really

test two-dimensionalhydrodynamiccalculations.

Our Osi.inpurpose has been to present some

promising Ideas we have tried, some of which appear

to have been overlooked by workers in this field.

Some of the descriptions are brief and vague, be-

cause the equations and notations are cumbersome and

13



complicated,and we feel that presenting the basic

ideas is tmre important.

v. EKAKPIES

The figures in this section show en example

problem with zones of large aspect ratios. The fig-

ures show only those parts of the mesh which illus-

trate the results. The problem 1s %hmst” planar,

being slightly thinner at the top then at the bot-

tom. It is subjected to two “almost” planar shock

waves pas.9ingfrom left to right.

Figures 12 through 15 show the behavior of this

system when a one-dimensionalq term of the bulk

type, Eq. (III-l), namely

(v-1)

was used. This q was added to the pressure in both

the momentum and energy equations as described in

Ref. 1. We used the integrated gradients (IGA-MACO)

of Sec. 1, but none of the other devices described

in the later sections of this report. Note the

twisting of the mesh at the later times (Figs. 14

and 15).

Figures 16 through 19 ahow the behavior of ex-

actly the same problem at exactly the same times,

but using the rest of the methods described in this

report, an approach we have dubbed the lCVdEA (One

Cycle Viscous Triangle Ener~, Acceleration)Method.

Note that the mesh is considerablyless twisted at

the correspondingtimes.

These two methods have also been compared in

similar problems for perfect planes, cylinders, etc.

The plane problems agreed at late times to within

0.3~, and the cylindricalproblems agreed within

about 1.5$. The problems run using the one-dimen-

sional q term lagged the problem run ualng the

lCVhEA calculations. This could indicate that the

latter method imparts some stiffness to the mash.

However, we were pleaaed that the method retaina

symmetry in symmetricalproblems.

We have run some other test problems, but much

further work end analysis of problems and methods

needs to be done. However, we think the

thus far are encouraging.
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Fig. 12. Init_ialconfiguration,t=O.0000000.

_—

15

Fig. 13. Configurationat an early time, t=O.&50000,
as first shock is passing through.

Fig. 14. Configuration at later time, %=0.5000000,
after first shock has passed by. Note
the distortions of the mesh.

Fig. 15. Very late time, t. 1.0000000, in problem
when mesh is badly twisted.



Fig. 16. Inltlal configuration,t=O.CQOOOOO.

——.

—

I
Fig. 18. Configuration et later time (same time as

Fig. 14).

—

\

\

Fig. 17. Configurationat an early tiw, t=O.045~. Fig. 19. Configurationat very late time (same tine
as Fi~. 15).
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